
 

 

WHO:  POPULATION

 

What materials or permissions are needed?
Will being outside allow youth to move their bodies?
Is research or pre-teaching needed?

WHY:  PURPOSE

WHAT:  PREPARATION

HOW:  PROCESS

Determine with youth what they want
or need to learn or experience.

 
 
 
 

Decide what materials/preparation are
needed to enhance thinking and doing.

 
 

Why will youth benefit from this learning experience?
 

 
 

How will this activity be designed with the 8 Cs to
maximize youth engagement?

What needs to be done in order to carry out this
learning activity?

ACTIVITY
UNIT: GROUP:ACTIVITY

NAME:

Competition    
Connection
Challenge 

Choice 
Curiosity 
Controversy

Creativity 
Cooperation 

 

Describe how the learning
experience will support the purpose.

Consider what modifications or support
might be needed to support all youth.

 
 

 
Who may benefit from additional strategies or

resources during this learning activity?.
 

A C T I V I T Y  P L A N N I N G  M A P  
 

 

  

 

Youth who may be less motivated during the activity
Youth who struggle with this subject matter
Youth with special needs or circumstances

Who may benefit from additional strategies or
resources during this learning activity?
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	untitled1: Biographies
	untitled2: Amelia Earhart 
	untitled3: 3-5th grade
	untitled4: Students will learn about:-biographies-women's history-aviation history-STEAM skills (designing and building an airplane)-SEL skills (grit, determination, perseverance, setting life long goals)*Youth expressed interest in learning more about women in STEM during Women History Month.
	untitled5: Activity-
After reading the book "I am Amelia Earhart" by Brad Meltzer, the culminating activity will be to create a cardboard airplane after researching different airplane designs. 

This activity engages the youth through choice of design; cooperation with team members; creativity to make their airplane unique; and challenge to use the materials available to them. 


	untitled6: *The group can research airplane designs or watch a video on how to make a cardboard airplane. They must plan and sketch out their idea before building. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDipMpKM0E0&ab_channel=NaomiMeredith

Materials needed:
Cardboard boxes, Masking tape, Scissors, Paint and brushes,Colored pencils, markers, pencils,Paper,
Internet to search for airplane designs or pictures of a variety of airplanes


	untitled7: *Introverted students may not want to engage in the collaboration portion. They may design their own smaller plane or choose one job such as painting the design.*If students are unable to use the materials due to lack of coordination, they may be paired up or have pre made materials for them to design and contribute. The templates may be printed so that it is easier to assemble. *Making paper airplanes and measuring which goes the furthest may be an alternative activity. This can be done outside and staff can encourage running after the places to promote physical activity. 


